
 
 

Electrostatic Effects and Their Impact Upon the Delivery of 

Pulmonary Medications 

 
 

Introduction 

 

Electrostatic effects, and pulmonary medication devices, may not be the two most obviously linked 

scientific disciplines, but there are good reasons to believe that one (electrostatic effects) impacts 

upon the other (pulmonary devices), and in ways that may be potentially significant. This discussion 

paper endeavours to bring together the relevant effects and issues, and to place them in a realistic 

and balanced context. 

 

Electrostatic charging 

 

Static charging is remarkably prevalent in everyday life. Nearly all insulating materials such as 

plastics, fabrics and many glass types will be charged to a certain extent, and the effect of this 

charging can very often be apparent. 

Consider for example the way in which plastic wrappers, when peeled apart, can still ‘cling’ to each 

other and to other items. 

 

Electrostatic charging results from two substances exchanging charge (Fermi levelling), a process 

which depends upon the surface area in contact and the differing electronegativities of the two 

surfaces. When the two surfaces are brought together the more strongly electronegative surface will 

acquire charge (electrons) from the less electronegative surface, a contact charging process, which 

continues until the surface layer is in equilibrium. There is a popular belief, somewhat erroneous, that 

rubbing is the key to electrostatic charging. Rubbing just ensures that maximum contact has 

occurred. 

 

When electrostatic charging has occurred between surfaces, and one of them is an insulator, the 

charge will remain localised; if then separated from the other surface it will contain a net charge. 

However, as contact charging depends upon actual surface monolayers being in contact it is very 

sensitive to contamination (e.g. oxidation, moisture), and is an effect, which therefore often appears 

to be capricious and unpredictable. 

 

Contact charging can also occur with liquids, and there have been rare occasion during the handling 

of small quantities of highly electronegative HFA propellants, contained in metal sample cylinders, 

when noticeable charging has occurred. It should be emphasised however that the occurrence of this 

effect with propellant samples is rare, and when it does occur is of a magnitude, which is noticeable, 

rather than a cause of discomfort. 
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Medical inhalers and streaming potential 

 

Contact charging is therefore a phenomenon, which can, and does, occur and it does not take a huge 

leap of imagination to conceive of ways in which this could impact upon a medical inhaler. 

 

Consider for example a contact surface such as the valve, stem or actuator of a metered dose inhaler. 

Liquid HFA propellant enters the passage and takes charge from the passage walls. This charge 

remains ‘stuck’ in the moving fluid. Unlike, for example, a brine solution the charge cannot move 

quickly through the liquid propellant. Ultimately it is transported out of the pipe to the ‘nozzle’ as in 

Figure 1. 

 
 

 
Figure 1: MDI Streaming Potential 

 
 
 

As this process continues, more liquid HFA propellant enters the top of the pipe and pulls more charge 

from its walls. The droplets of HFA/drug leaving the pipe undergo evaporation of the propellant, 

leaving all the charge concentrated on the drug residue. The charge is not dispersed in any way. 

Estimates of the concentration effect indicate it could be up to 1000- fold. 

The electronegative nature of hydrofluoroalkanes means that they are very prone to this ‘streaming 

potential’ effect. Trace contaminants can enhance or reduce the effect; alcohols typically tend to 

inhibit it, as do certain surfactants, although such surfactants are unlikely to be acceptable for use in 

the human lung. 

 

As mentioned earlier, charging effects are unpredictable and variable. If such effects are going to 

have an impact upon the ability of a system accurately to deliver the active drug to a particular site, 

they will vary from day to day, unit to unit and environment to environment. 

 

Electrostatic effects can therefore be seen to have an impact upon metered dose inhalers, and 

whereas the emphasis of this discussion paper will be on metered dose inhalers, other dosage forms 

are also susceptible to these effects. 
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With dry powder inhalers tribocharging (contact charging between different materials) will occur on 

contact between the carrier/drug and any other material, such as blister walls or plastic swirl 

chambers. The degree of charging will be affected by the number of contacts, the materials in contact 

and even the moisture content of the powder. 

 

Liquid atomisers like metered dose inhalers; can be prone to streaming potential effects, particularly 

if they use fine filters. However, these devices are also prone to the powerful process of induction 

charging. In this scenario charged droplets are produced from liquid jets which have themselves been 

induction charged by surrounding plastic materials. In turn the plastic materials have been charged 

by external effects, such as rubbing, peeling or electrets. 

 

 

A Force to be Reckoned With? 

 

Having established the mechanisms by which charged particles could arise within a medical inhaler 

device the size of any attractive force between that particle and another surface can be considered. 

Unlike other attractive (or repulsive) forces coulombic attraction bears no relationship to the particle 

size; moreover, charge is not a fixed but a variable property of otherwise identical particles. 

Proportional to the magnitude of the charge on two particles (Q1, Q2), and inversely proportional to 

the square of the distance (d) between them, the force (F) can be sufficiently large when the distance 

(d) is sufficiently small to overwhelm other forces. 

 

Three scenarios arise as illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Forces to be Reckoned With? 
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In the first diagram a charge of +Q is at a distance d from the surface of charge -Q. The attractive 

force F is given by: 

 

F ∝ (+Q). (-Q)/d2,  i.e. F ∝ Q2/d2 

 

In the second case a particle of charge +Q is distance d from an earthed, or uncharged surface. This 

is equivalent to there being a mirror image charge of the opposite sign (-Q) at an equivalent distance 

d from the other side of the surface. In this case the attractive force F is given by: 

 

F ∝ (+Q). (-Q)/(2d)2,  i.e. F ∝ Q2/4d2 

 

In the third case of an uncharged particle at a distance d from a surface of charge ±Q then the force F 

is given by: 

 

F ∝ (Q). (0)/d2,   i.e. F ~ 0 

 

 

Spacer Deposition: A Manifestation of These Forces 

 

Deposition in spacers is a well observed, if usually misunderstood phenomenon. Popular technical 

belief is that an ‘electrostatically charged’ spacer attracts the uncharged spray plume and that a 

charged spacer alone is responsible for enhanced levels of deposition in the spacer. In fact, as 

demonstrated above this view is incorrect. For the spray to be attracted to the spacer, either the 

spray, or the spacer and the spray, must be charged. When both are charged there will be maximum 

attractive forces and the greatest level of deposition. Attractive forces between the drug plume and 

the spacer will still exist even with an uncharged spacer, although in this case they will be less (~¼: 

see above) and the level of deposition correspondingly less. 

 

An alternative way of considering this is to realise that substantial electrostatic’ spacer deposition is 

therefore a diagnostic for a substantially charged metered dose inhaler spray plume. 

 

So why do spacers charge? Spacers can charge up for a number of different reasons. 

 

Contact charging between the spacer and the wrapper (usually of different materials) can occur when 

they are ‘peeled’ apart Handling can also result in electrification. 

 

There is also the possibility of electrets; these are permanent static charges, which can be frozen into 

some plastics due to inappropriate moulding conditions. Although electrets are the least likely cause, 

they can be the most difficult to deal with. With electrets, unlike with tribo (contact) charging, wetting 

and contamination will only mask the charge effect; it will return upon clean washing and drying. The 

only permanent solution to the presence of electrets is melting the plastic; clearly not a practical 

option!! 
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Anti-electrostatic spacers have been developed to deal with deposition. They work by allowing some 

form of conductivity which in turn enables either the spacer charge to dissipate or allows the opposite 

charge to ‘leak’ in and neutralise the presence of electrets. The conductivity can be achieved by the 

use of a metallic or metallised surface layer for the spacer, or by making the spacer from a ‘leaky’ 

polymer. 

 

Polyamides and certain PVCs are ‘good’ in this respect whereas polycarbonates, polyolefins and 

fluoropolymers can be considered ‘bad’. As a general rule hydrophilic materials are the best to use. 

However, anti-static spacers are really a fix for a problem, which is due to some of the drug spray 

being charged, and moreover they are only about 75% effective. 

 
 
The Respiratory Tract and the Charged Drug Spray 

 

When considering the behaviour of charged aerosols in the respiratory tract the attractive forces are 

given by the second scenario outlined above i.e. a particle of charge +Q is distance d from an earthed, 

or uncharged surface, which is equivalent to there being a mirror image charge of the opposite sign 

(-Q) at an equivalent distance d from the other side of the surface. This is illustrated further in Figure 

3. 

 

 
Figure 3: The Respiratory Tract and the Charged Drug Spray 

 
The attractive force F is given by: 

 

F = (+Q). (-Q)/(4πε0)(2d)2, i.e. F = Q2/4πε04d2 

 

Where F is the force in newtons, Q is the charge in coulombs, d is the distance in meters and ε0 is the 

permittivity of free space. 
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Putting some experimental data into these equations produces some interesting results (Table 1) and 

suggests that if a charged particle strays within 100 mm of the airway wall it will accelerate towards 

the wall with the force of attraction rapidly outstripping all other forces at play. 

 

 
† Assumes 1g of propellant is divided into 1mm particles: Koura data 

 

Table 1 

 
 

Data presented in Table 2 put this conclusion in the context of the human airway. 

 

 
 

Table 2 
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Potential Consequences 

 

The consequences of a charge caused ‘loss’ of the active drug during its passage through the airway 

will obviously depend upon the possible site of action of the drug. 

 

With bronchodilators, where the site of action is mainly the intermediate zones, the effect of charged 

particles could be neutral, or even a minor benefit. With corticosteroids, where the site of action is 

the intermediate and maybe the terminal zones, the consequence of charged particles will be some 

risk of a reduction in the dose delivered to the terminal zones. For systemic or other inhaled route 

drug deliveries, for example insulin, where the site of action is believed to be the alveolar sacs, a high 

risk of pre-deposition could significantly affect the delivery of accurate and reproducible doses. 

 

 

Steps to Consider 

 

Clearly therefore there are consequences resulting from electrostatic charging of inhaled 

medications, and these can vary from minor to significant depending upon the application. Whilst this 

discussion has focused on the metered dose inhaler it must be remembered that dry powder inhalers 

and some liquid atomisers are at least as prone to producing charged dispersions, albeit by different 

mechanisms. Once charged, these dispersions will be affected by their charge, when in the 

respiratory tract, in a manner, which is exactly analogous to that of the metered dose inhaler. 

 

The occurrence of electrostatic charging of inhaled medications is capricious and unpredictable. 

Generally it is under observed and under reported, and has only really been well recognised in the 

context of MDI spacers. This is a well-known issue, if not perhaps fully understood. As described 

earlier, making spacers from material, which permits the leakage of electric charge, will help, and 

avoiding material with electret properties will obviously help. A supplier quality assurance issue here!! 

However, whilst charged spacers make deposition much worse, it can only happen if the metered 

dose inhaler spray is itself charged. 

 

It is always pertinent to ask the question as to whether the occurrence of a charged dust or spray 

matters? The occurrence of electrostatic charging is not inherently detrimental, and it may that it has 

no impact upon delivery of the active drug to the required site. In other words the application is not 

‘at risk’. 

If however it is believed that the mode of uptake of the drug in question is primarily via the alveoli or 

near alveolar ducts, then the application is a priori ‘at risk’. In this scenario measurement of the extent 

of the charging needs to be undertaken. 

 

Electrostatic measurement techniques use specialised equipment such as the Field Mill. These are 

devices, which can make contactless measurement of the potential of any surface without destroying 

the charge, which is being measured. Koura has developed such techniques; equipment can be 

supplied from specialist instrument makers (see for example https://www.dekra-

uk.co.uk/en/electrostatic-instruments/). Available as handheld devices the charge on an aerosol 

spray plume can be measured through cup or plate collection. 
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In taking measurements it is also necessary to be mindful of the fact that due to the variable nature 

of the phenomenon, one result can mean very, very little. A test programme should include: 

 

i) Testing the same aerosol on different days, preferably with very different relative humidity’s. 

ii) Testing aerosols from different batches. 

iii) Testing aerosols in different laboratories. 

 

The opinions of experts in electrostatics should also be sought. Whereas Koura has some experience 

and expertise in this area and is always willing to share that experience with customers for ZEPHEX® 

propellants, the wider scientific community should also be consulted. 

 

Individual solutions 

 

The solution to any problems arising from electrostatic charging will almost certainly have to be 

individually designed and crafted. That does not however mean that they will be difficult to find or 

impossible. The solution will be arrived at by manipulation of three key variables (the materials which 

are used, the coatings for the components of the inhaler device and the final product formulation); 

within each of these variables, several options will exist. 

 

For further discussion on the issues raised in this paper please contact Koura; 

zephexsales@kouraglobal.com 
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